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Abstract. Collaborative systems, such as Online Social Networks and
the Internet of Things, enable users to share privacy sensitive content.
Content in these systems is often co-owned by multiple users with differ-
ent privacy expectations, leading to possible multiuser privacy conflicts.
In order to resolve these conflicts, various agreement mechanisms have
been designed and agents that could participate in such mechanisms have
been proposed. However, research shows that users hesitate to use soft-
ware tools for managing their privacy. To remedy this, we argue that
users should be supported by trustworthy agents that adhere to the fol-
lowing criteria: (i) concealment of privacy preferences, such that only
necessary information is shared with others, (ii) equity of treatment,
such that different kinds of users are supported equally, (iii) collabo-
ration of users, such that a group of users can support each other in
agreement and (iv) explainability of actions, such that users know why
certain information about them was shared to reach a decision. Accord-
ingly, this paper proposes PACCART, an open-source agent that satisfies
these criteria. Our experiments over simulations and user study indicate
that PACCART increases user trust significantly.

Keywords: Multiuser Privacy · Trust · Equity.

1 Introduction

Privacy is the right of individuals to keep personal information to themselves [31].
While many systems are built with configurations to enable users to exercise this
right, managing privacy is still a difficult problem. On one hand, collaborative
systems, such as Online Social Networks and Internet of Things, contain a vast
amount of content that pertain to a single individual, making it difficult, if not
impossible, for individuals to attend to each piece of content separately [20].
Recent research on privacy agents shows promising results on how agents can
help with privacy, such as on detecting privacy violations [14], recommending
sharing behavior [11,26], and learning privacy preferences [16,30]. An important
aspect to consider is co-owned content, such that the content does not belong
to a single individual (e.g., medical information), but pertains to multiple people
(e.g., a group photo or co-edited document [10]). These co-owners of the content
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can and do have conflicting desires about the usage of the content, leading to
what is termed as multiuser privacy conflicts (MPCs) [23,28].

Various decision-making techniques, such as auctions, negotiation, and ar-
gumentation have been employed to build systems to resolve MPCs. Simply
put, each user that participates in these systems is represented by a privacy
agent that knows its user’s privacy requirements. The agent participates in the
decision-making system on behalf of its user. For auction-based systems, this
means bidding on its user’s behalf or for argumentation-based systems, this
would correspond generating arguments on behalf of its user. Through partici-
pation in this system, the agents decide if and how to share co-owned content by
resolving conflicts. Experimental evaluations on these systems yield good perfor-
mance results. However, it is also known that users have concerns when it comes
to using software tools for managing various elements of their privacy [12,27].

Many existing studies of collaborative systems indicate the importance of
trust in making systems usable by individuals [5,17]. We argue that to realize
trust, the privacy agent of a user should satisfy the following properties:

Concealment: The privacy agent will know the privacy constraints of the user,
either through elicitation or learning over time. When the agent is interacting
with others to resolve conflicts, it should reveal as little as possible about these
privacy constraints, since the privacy constraints themselves are private infor-
mation. So, users would know that their privacy is safe with their agent [2,17].

Equity: Different users have different privacy stances in terms of their mo-
tivation and knowledge. While some users would fight not to share a piece of
content, others will be indifferent. Contrary to some of the existing work in AI
that favors users with certain properties [19,24], we do not want any user to be
left behind. Ideally, the privacy agent should take the privacy stance of the user
into account and be able to help different types of users as equally as possible;
thereby creating equity [31,33].

Collaboration: It is possible that a number of agents that participate in the
same conflict resolution have similar privacy concerns or complementary infor-
mation to support a particular privacy decision [32]. Their agents should be able
to collaborate in groups.

Explainability: It is well-studied that often users do not trust privacy tools
because of misconceptions [27]. One solution for this is to make the tools explicit
to users. But, more importantly, if the agent itself can provide explanations as to
why it has taken certain actions, then its user can understand and even configure
the agent better for future interactions [9,21].

Accordingly, this paper proposes a new Privacy Agent for Content Conceal-
ment in Argumentation to Reinforce Trust (PACCART). PACCART can conceal
its user’s privacy requirements at different levels, while still resolving conflicts.
By adapting to different privacy understandings of users, PACCART will pro-
vide equitable treatment. At the same time, PACCART will enable agents to
work together towards a shared desired outcome. Finally, it will help its user
understand the actions it is taking. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
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privacy agent that brings these desirable properties together. We made PAC-
CART openly available.3

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the necessary
background theory on argumentation-based agreement systems. Section 3 for-
malizes the PACCART model. Section 4 describes our realization of the model
and our experimental results. Section 5 discusses the user study and its results.
Finally, Section 6 systematically compares our approach with related work and
gives pointers for future directions.

2 Background

We advocate that for an agent to exhibit these four criteria, it is useful to be
able to express the relations between privacy preferences in a semantic manner.
Thus, as an underlying agreement system, we opt for argumentation as opposed
to other decision-making mechanisms such as auctions or negotiation. Below, we
review how a privacy agent would use argumentation theory and how by using
a dialogical argumentation system it can resolve privacy disputes.

2.1 Argumentation Theory

Our agent model makes use of argumentation theory for its reasoning. We fol-
low the structured argumentation formalism of ASPIC+ [22]. An ASPIC+
argumentation or dispute d = ⟨P,R,B,C⟩ consists of premises P = Po∪Pn

(ordinary premises Po and necessary premises Pn), rules R = Rs ∪ Rd (strict
rules Rs and defeasible rules Rd), biases B = Bp ∪ Br (premise biases Bp and
rule biases Br) and Contraries C.

A dispute is held between two opposing agents, proponent ap and oppo-
nent ao. Agents have access to their knowledge base KB, which contains
premises, rules and contraries. With this content, agents can form arguments.
In order to win the dispute, agents are able to attack each other’s arguments
and can support (or defend) their own arguments with subarguments in order
to try to win the dispute [7]. In some cases an agent is also able to forfeit, giving
up on winning the dispute. Arguments can be attacked on their weak points,
which is any subargument that is either a consequent of a defeasible rule or any
ordinary premise. Useful arguments are arguments that, when added to the
dispute, successfully attack any opponent’s current arguments. Acceptability
conditions of winning or losing are dependent on the chosen semantics. Baroni
et al. [3] offer an overview of different semantics and their meaning, including
grounded, preferred, complete and stable semantics.

2.2 Dispute Protocol

In order for an argumentation agent to be able to hold a dispute with other
agents about a subject, it follows a communication protocol. The protocol allows

3 https://github.com/PACCART/PACCARTpaper
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agents to extend the dispute, meaning that they take turns adding arguments
from their knowledge base to the dispute in order to either defend or attack the
dispute subject.

Algorithm 1 Agent Dispute Extension Protocol

Require: Agents A = {ap, ao}, each with KB = ⟨P,R,C⟩
Ensure: Determine winner of dispute d
1: a← ap

2: while d is not forfeited do
3: if a can extend d then
4: a extends d
5: if a is ap then
6: a← ao

7: else
8: a← ap

9: else
10: a forfeits d

Argumentation systems like PriArg [13] utilize this kind of extension proto-
col, as denoted in Algorithm 1. According to the extension protocol, if an agent
is able to extend the dispute, it does so. An agent extends the dispute by adding
any sufficient argument from its knowledge base. Therefore, as soon as an agent
is unable to extend the dispute any further, it forfeits the dispute.

The winner of a dispute is determined by evaluating the outcome according
to grounded semantics. This way the burden of proof initially lies on the
proponent of the dispute, after which agents take turns by extending the dispute
until one of them wins. This is done because the agent that initializes the dispute
has something to gain by defending the subject.

3 Model

The PACCART agent consists of a base component, which works similarly to
agents in the PriArg system, as it communicates with other agents through a
dialogical argumentation framework that follows the same Dispute Extension
Protocol, as defined in Section 2.2. Following this, four components will be in-
troduced on top of the workings of the base component.

3.1 Concealment Component

In the case of argumentation over privacy issues, the information to be concealed
consists of all information that a user’s agent can hold in its knowledge base,
including those that pertain to the user’s privacy preferences. We make a dis-
tinction between content that is revealed during a dispute and content that is
not (yet) revealed, by keeping track of concealed rules Rc and premises Pc.
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We make a distinction between content in Agent A’s knowledge base KB
that is concealed and content that is not, by keeping track of different sets
throughout the dispute. At the initialization stage of the dispute, agents have
not yet shared any content with each other, which means that all content is still
concealed (Rc = R and Pc = P ). While the dispute develops, each time an agent
shares content with another agent to extend the dispute, that content is revealed
and therefore removed from the set of concealed content (if r or p is revealed:
Rc ← Rc \ r or Pc ← Pc \ p).

We formalize PACCART’s concealment component by providing it the ability
to adopt a privacy behavior, consisting of three concealing aspects: Scope,
Division and Dedication.

Scope: At each point in the dispute, if possible, an agent extends the dispute
by adding one or more arguments (Algorithm 1, Step 4). The amount of useful
arguments (as defined in Section 2.1) that an agent considers to add at any point
of time to the dispute, is called its scope. An agent without any focused scope
would add all available useful arguments at once. An agent with a focused scope
is able to carefully select a smaller set of arguments, and locally gains control
over the amount of the added (and therefore revealed) content. The larger the
scope of an agent, the more content is added at each step in the dispute.

Division: Not all information is equally important. To be able to denote this,
we split the sets of contents into set-families [4] of content. These subgroups
can then be ordered to the likings of the agent. This entails splitting the knowl-
edge base into ordered subgroups of different groups of conceal-worthy content.
Therefore, based on the original knowledge base KB = {P,R,C}, we propose an
ordered subdivided knowledge base (OSKB), which includes the following
ordered tuples of set-families:

– An ordered tuple of premises OP = ⟨P1, . . . , Pn⟩
– An ordered tuple of rules OR = ⟨R1, . . . , Rn⟩

The relation between these ordered set-families FX and the sets X (with
X = P,R) all follow the same properties:

–
⋃
FX = X

–
⋂
FX = ∅

– ∀y ∈ Y,∀z ∈ Z
(
(Y ⊆ FX ∧ Z ⊆ FX)→ (y = z ↔ Y = Z)

)
With the introducedOSKB, an agent can order their content based on its con-

cealment preferences. We can therefore treat these two ordered tuples together
as one totally ordered knowledge base, subdivided in what we call dedication
levels, as follows: L = ⟨{OP1 , OR1}, . . . , {OPn , ORn}⟩. Each level contains one
or more premises and rules. The first level L1 contains content at the top of
the ordering of each of the OSKB tuples, which is the content that the agent is
the least concerned about revealing. The last level Ln contains content at the
bottom of the ordering, indicating the content that the agent considers most
important to conceal and therefore has to fully commit to winning the dispute
in order to be willing to reveal these pieces of information. The exhaustion of
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an agent’s division aspect indicates the amount ordered subdivisions an agent
makes. The more exhaustive content subdivision, the higher amount of levels an
agent splits its OSKB up into.

An example of four different OSKB divisions is shown in Figure 1, where an
agent makes no subdivision of its OSKB (1a), by adding all its arguments to
Level 1. Another possibility is it divides its OSKB in half, with two levels (1b).
Furthermore, an agent can choose to divide its OSKB in all separate arguments,
which yields four levels in this case (1c). Note that with this approach, Figure
1 shows an example of a level with just one premise (’j’), as only one premise
can suffice to form an argument. A final approach consists of an agent dividing
its OSKB by subdividing all of its content (all rules and premises) over different
levels, yielding ten levels in this case (1d).

(a) None (b) Half Arguments

(c) All Arguments (d) All Content

Fig. 1: Examples of different approaches of the PACCART agent’s division as-
pect. Four arguments consisting of ten pieces of content are divided up into
different levels. Solid and dashed lines are for strict rules Rs and defeasible rules
Rd, respectively.
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Dedication: Agents that are able to divide their content into levels, can use
this to their advantage. Such agents will initially only provide arguments if they
can do so from their first level in their knowledge base. When all arguments
in a first level have been depleted, the agents receive the option to either drop
to a new level, therefore making a further argument privacy concession, or to
forfeit the dispute. This gives agents the ability to weigh their decision to further
dedicate to the argumentation. The amount of willingness to drop determines
the agent’s dedication to continue the dispute. The more willing an agent is to
drop dedication levels, the more it will use and therefore reveal the contents
of its OSKB. This is calculated by whether a certain willingness Threshold θX
with X ∈ [0, 100] is met at the time of decision whether to commit further to
the dispute. This means that an agent with θ75 has a 75% chance of dropping
each level. This entails that the agent example of Figure 1c has a 0.753 = 42.2%
chance to use the content of its final level (as it could drop three times until it
reaches its fourth and final level of content), whereas agent example of Figure
1d has a 0.759 = 7.5% chance to fully commit its OSKB.

Any combination of all three concealing aspects maps to an agent’s privacy
type. These privacy behaviors are in place for agents to further gain control over
their content concealment during disputes, as well as influence their win rate.

3.2 Equity Component

Recall that we want our PACCART agent to be able to help different types
of users to deliver on the equity aspect. On user’s privacy stances, we fol-
low Dupree et al. [8], who determine a categorization based on stances re-
garding privacy along two dimensions. We define a user u with knowledge
k ∈ {low,medium, high} and motivation m ∈ {low,medium, high}. The de-
gree of knowledge indicates the amount of awareness a user has about their
privacy and the degree of general knowledge on privacy matters. The degree of
motivation indicates the effort a user expends to protect their privacy and the
degree of willingness to act on privacy matters. Each system user falls in one of
five categories, also known as privacy types:

– Fundamentalists: high knowledge, high motivation
– Lazy Experts: high knowledge, low motivation
– Technicians: medium knowledge, high motivation
– Amateurs: medium knowledge, medium motivation
– Marginally Concerned: low knowledge, low motivation

Dupree et al. determine the rate at which users fall into these categories:
3% of users are Fundamentalists, Lazy Experts 22%, Technicians 18%, Ama-
teurs 34% and Marginally Concerned 23%. This is comparable to the categorical
distributions of privacy types of earlier conducted researches [1,6,8,18,25,29].

We define PACCART agents that adapt to the knowledge and motivation of
the users’ privacy type as Personalized agents, whereas we consider indiffer-
ent agents to be not personalized and therefore have an unfocused scope and
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make no distinction between the importance of content in their KB. In order
for personalized agents to be considered equitable, they should adhere to the
following equity properties, based on earlier research on equity [31,33]:

EP1: The knowledge and motivation of a user is considered and utilized to the
fullest extent by their personalized agent.

EP2: A personalized agent outperforms an indifferent agent.
EP3: There are no performance outliers between personalized agents; no per-

sonalized agent heavily over- or underperforms compared to others.

EP1 is important because the strengths of the user should be taken into
account by their agent. The privacy stance of a user should not be ignored,
as this would be unfair towards users that are heavily engaged in protecting
their privacy. In the same line, EP2 is important because the agents that are
tailored towards a user should not perform worse than an agnostic, basic agent.
Providing personalization should be beneficial for users, not disadvantageous.
EP3 is important because in order to reach fair outcomes, it should not be the
case that the privacy stance of a user exorbitantly influences the performance
of their agent. It would e.g. be unfair towards unknowledgeable users if their
agents would underperform by design.

In order to meet these properties, we introduce a mapping between users
and agents. This way, both knowledge and motivation are used to determine the
personalized agent’s privacy type. We determine a fitting mapping between users
u to their agents a such that all users get mapped to the shortest scope, user
knowledge is mapped to agent division and user motivation is mapped inversely
to agent dedication. We will substantiate each mapping.

First, we assign all personalized agents to have a small scope, since a small
scope is beneficial for all users, independent of privacy stance. When a user has
a high privacy stance, they can let their agent subdivide its content in such a
way that each piece of content is thoroughly protected. This would mean that
the agent already has a small amount of content to choose from, so for a high
privacy user the scope has only a little positive impact. However, for users who
do not have a lot of knowledge or motivation to bring to the dispute, a small
scope is also the best fit as it protects as much content as possible.

Secondly, we map a user’s knowledge to their agent’s division, because of
the degree of user knowledge should correspond with the amount of useful sub-
divisions of their agent’s OSKB levels. This means that the higher the user’s
knowledge, the higher the agent’s content dividing. Someone with a high knowl-
edge could benefit from an agent with a high capability of dividing its knowledge
base content. This would allow users to provide their agent with their preferences
in detail. This is in line with EP1. Similarly, mapping a low knowledge to a low
OSKB division would also be useful. This is because users with low knowledge
have little relevant preference divisions to make in their agent’s knowledge base.

Thirdly, we map a user’s motivation inversely to their agent’s dedication,
because the amount of motivation of a user should correspond to the dedication
of its agent to conceal content (in favor of winning disputes). This means that
the higher the user’s motivation, the lower the agent’s dedication. Users that are
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Table 1: All three concealing aspects of indifferent PACCART agent and per-
sonalized PACCART agents that are matched with representative agents for
different user privacy types.

Privacy Type Scope Division Dedication

Indifferent All None θ100

Fundamentalist Shortest AllContent θ25

Technician Shortest AllArgs θ25

Amateur Shortest AllArgs θ50

Lazy Expert Shortest AllContent θ75

M.Concerned Shortest HalfArgs θ75

highly motivated to protect their data would rather have their agent drop as little
levels as possible, even if it would require taking (social) losses. Similarly, users
that prefer not to act on privacy matters would want their agents to perform
well when it comes to winning disputes, but would not mind agents revealing
information to do so. This is also in line with EP1. This mapping results in five
personalized agents, one representative for each user type, as noted in Table 1.
This table also includes an indifferent agent.

3.3 Additional Usability Components

In addition to the Concealment and Equity components two usability measures
are taken. A Collaboration component is introduced to support both sides of
the dispute to be represented by multiple agents. This is achieved by intro-
ducing the notion of teams such that the set of agents A in the protocol now
consists of A = {Tp, To} to support both a proponent team Tp = {ap1, . . . , apn}
and opponent team To = {ao1, . . . , aon}. In order to extend a dispute each team
of PACCART agents continuously selects one of its agents to extend. A team
forfeits when none of its agents can extend the dispute any further. This com-
ponent allows for multiple PACCART agents to cooperate on a common goal of
defending/attacking a privacy related subject. This means that agents can add
content from their own OSKB to the dispute when other agents in their team
fail to do so.

Furthermore, an Explainability component is introduced to give users in-
sights to the working of their agent. The semantic nature of PACCART allows
us to produce both textual and visual output. PACCART can provide textual
output by considering outcomes and providing feedback to the user. Based on
this, it is able to give different kinds of feedback, with a range of detail. It can
notify users on a summary (e.g., ”I have won 56% of today’s disputes and man-
aged to conceal 73% of your content”) or it can give detailed advice on possible
actions to be taken to improve its performance (such as listing possible weak
points in its arguments for the user to improve upon). Furthermore, PACCART
can provide visual output by showing its user images of the Structured Argu-
mentation Framework [22] of final disputes. This gives users a visual overview
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of (counter)arguments and possible weak points in their content. This compo-
nent allows users of PACCART to better understand its inner workings and
performance.

4 Experimental Results

The PACCART agent and the experimental setup are implemented as a C#
program. For the sake of reproducibility, we make this program and experiments
open source, along with examples and schematic overviews of the PACCART
agent workings.3

4.1 Dataset Generation

We implement a system that generates datasets of disputes according to four pa-
rameters. The disputeAmount parameter indicates the amount of generated
unique disputes. A higher input value indicates a larger set of disputes, there-
fore less prone to outliers. The disputeSize parameter controls the amount of
arguments that the dispute can contain. A higher input value indicates larger
disputes with more content. The maxArgumentSize parameter dictates the
maximum amount of subarguments that each argument can consist of. A higher
input value indicates larger arguments with more content and therefore more
attackable weak points. Finally, maxBranches is used to control the maximum
amount of attacks that each weak point can have, indicating a branching choice
in the dispute. A higher input value indicates more options for both agents.

By tuning these parameters, we are able to generate dispute datasets of
various shapes and sizes, which makes for exhaustive possibilities for testing
functionalities of PACCART. After preliminary analysis of variables, we generate
a dispute dataset based on the default parameter settings (disputeAmount = 200,
disputeSize = 20, maxArgumentSize = 10, maxBranches = 2).

4.2 Experiment 1: Effect of Privacy Behaviors

Setting The goal of the first experiment is to test the performance of PACCART
agents. Agent performance is evaluated on two metrics, average concealment
Cavg and average win rate Wavg. We hypothesize the following:

H1: A smaller scope leads to both increased concealment and increased win rate.
H2: More exhaustive division leads to increased concealment and decreased win

rate.
H3: A higher dedication leads to decreased concealment and increased win rate.

We determine four or five conditions for each of the three privacy behavior
aspects, to test the range of PACCART’s concealing behaviors. For the scope,
we include selecting the Shortest or Longest arguments, as well as a Random
argument or All possible arguments. For the division, we follow the examples of
Figure 1 and include conditions where None of the content is split, where the
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OSKB is split into two groups of arguments (HalfArgs), split into all separate
levels of arguments (AllArgs) or a subdivision where each level contains a single
piece of content (AllContent). The dedication conditions consist of an increas-
ing threshold θ, with θ ∈ {0, 25, 50, 75, 100} that should be met in order to drop
to a new level. These conditions yield 80 possible privacy types. Each of these
80 predetermined agents are set up against all other agents, and simulations are
run on the 200 disputes of our dataset. This means that the experiment is run
on 16,000 disputes for 80 agent set-ups, totaling in 1,280,000 simulated disputes.
For each of the disputes, both agents are evaluated as a proponent, as well as
opponent of the dispute, to ensure equal chances of winning.

Results Figures 2 and 3 depict the performance of the 80 different agent privacy
behavior types, across all three concealing aspects.

Fig. 2: Average Concealment Cavg results for all PACCART privacy types.

Scope: We observe from Figures 2 and 3 that the scope of an agent has a
significant effect on its performance. Both the average win rateWavg and average
concealment Cavg increase with a smaller scope. We conclude that a smaller
scope has a strictly positive impact . This confirms hypothesis H1.

Dividing: All of the None dividing aspect results are equal, independent of
dropping willingness. This means that not dividing the OSKB negates the effect
of the agent’s dedication. This is an expected outcome, which happens because
there is no division made of the knowledge base so there are no levels for the
agent to drop between, even if it would be willing. Outside of this behavior,
an upward trend is noticeable in all cases for average concealment, as well as
a downward trend in all cases for the win rate, with more exhaustive dividing.
This confirms hypothesis H2.

Dedication: When looking at the dedication aspect, we observe an upward
trend in all cases for average concealment Cavg, as well as a downward trend in
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Fig. 3: Average Win Rate Wavg results for all PACCART privacy types.

all cases for win rate Wavg, with less willing dedication. This is a similar trend
as with the dividing aspect of the privacy behavior. This confirms hypothesis
H3. Furthermore, Figure 3 shows a significant drop in win rate from θ25 to θ0,
while the improvement in concealment is disproportional. This shows that it is
beneficial for an agent to be at least somewhat willing to commit to the dispute.
Based on these results, we conclude the following observation:

Observation 1. PACCART’s concealment component allows users to keep in-
formation private, while also giving them the choice of a trade-off between win-
ning disputes and further protection of information.

4.3 Experiment 2: Effect of User-Agent Mapping in Realistic
Setting

Setting The goal of the second experiment is to evaluate the mappings between
agents and users by simulating disputes for each personalized agent in a realistic
setting. The results of this mapping will determine whether EP2 and EP3 are
met, which means that PACCART is an equitable agent. Therefore, based on
this mapping, we further hypothesize:

H4: Equity property EP2 is met under a mapping where personalized agents are
assigned the smallest possible scope.

H5: Equity property EP3 is met under a mapping where personalized agents are
assigned a fitting trade-off between division and dedication.

We create a set of opponents according to data of distribution of real life
user population as given by Dupree et al. This opponent set therefore contains
three Fundamentalist agents, 22 Lazy Expert agents, 18 Technician agents, 34
Amateur agents and 23 Marginally Concerned agents. We call this set of 100
agents the Model Population Set MPS. The MPS is in place because in a
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practical scenario it is less likely that an MPC occurs between Fundamentalists’
agents, as between Marginally Concerned users’ agents.4

This means that six agents (one indifferent agent and all five personalized
agents) compete 100 times against each of the personalized agents, and simula-
tions are run on 200 disputes on the dispute dataset. Overall, the experiment
is run on 20.000 disputes for six agent set-ups. Furthermore, agents are again
tested twice for all disputes, both as proponent and opponent of the subject, to
ensure equal chances of winning.

Results The results of the second experiment can be seen in Figure 4. Again,
performance is measured by concealment Cavg and win rate Wavg. As shown
in Figure 4, the indifferent agent performs much worse than the personalized
agents on both metrics (only 0.185 for win rate and 0.660 for concealment). This
confirms hypothesis H4.

Fig. 4: Average win rate Wavg and Average Concealment Cavg for indifferent
agent and personalized agents in MPS. Averages between Wavg and Cavg are
indicated with a line.

Furthermore, the averages of all personalized agents range between 0.6 and
0.7. This means that although some personalized agents are better at winning
or concealing, the overall performance leads to an equitable situation where no
users are victimized by the agent’s workings. This confirms hypothesis H5. It is
worth noting that an interesting trend occurs between personalized agents, where
the Fundamentalist representative’s agent (with the highest privacy stance) wins
the least and conceals the most, while the Marginally Concerned representative’s
agent wins the most and conceals the least. This trade-off shows how the different

4 An additional experiment is performed to evaluate the MPS, placing all agents in a
non-distributed setting, which yielded similar results.
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privacy stances influence the results. Based on these results, we conclude the
following observation:

Observation 2. PACCART’s equity component allows for a well-matched per-
sonalization for users of various privacy stances. While personalized PACCART
agents overall perform relatively well, a consistent trade-off between win rate and
concealment shows that no user is disadvantaged.

5 User Study

We further conduct a user study to understand what components of PACCART
lead to user trust.

5.1 Setting

We design a survey in two parts. The first part of the survey has questions
on the privacy stance of participants, in order to assess their privacy type. We
deliberately use existing questions from the literature to ensure compatibility:
three questions used by Westin et al. (e.g., ”How much do you agree with the
statement ‘Most businesses handle the personal information they collect about
consumers in a proper and confidential way.’?”) [15] to determine the knowledge
of participants on privacy and 10 questions on statements about privacy from
the study of Dupree et al., to determine the motivation of participants on privacy
(e.g., ”How strongly do you identify yourself with the statement ‘I would rather
choose being social over privacy.’?”). As validation and to mitigate response
bias, we also ask participants directly to self-assess their own knowledge and
motivation (e.g., ”How much do you know about digital privacy issues?”). These
questions are all answered on a Likert scale. The full questionnaire is also made
openly available.3

The second part of the survey has questions on the various components of
PACCART as a personal assistant. This part starts with an example scenario.
Then a set of questions follows in which participants are asked to rate their per-
ceived trust of such personal assistants on a Likert scale (1 = Strongly Distrust,
5 = Strongly Trust). The first question is on the participants’ initial thoughts
of trust on the PACCART base component (an explanation followed by ”How
much would you trust to use such a privacy assistant?”). Then, each separate
PACCART component is explained separately and addressed as a question. Af-
terwards, the participants are asked to rate the agent with all components com-
bined (the base component with all four additional components). Finally, the
participants are asked to reconsider their thoughts on the base component. This
gives the participants a chance to reflect on their initial thoughts.

The survey is distributed through Qualtrics, an online, secure cloud-based,
survey tool. Data is automatically and anonymously recorded through Qualtrics,
in accordance with GDPR requirements. The survey is preceded by filling out
a consent form. To ensure correctness and clarity, we first perform a small pilot
study. Afterwards, the survey is distributed online for the user study.
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5.2 Results

Data was collected from 117 voluntary participants in the user study. Based on
validation questions and completion requirements, 12 survey responses are fil-
tered out. Out of the remaining 105 participants, eight participants self-assessed
as Fundamentalists, 20 participants as Lazy Experts, 22 as Technicians, 31 as
Amateurs and 24 as Marginally Concerned users. This is in line with the distri-
butions by Dupree et al. [8].

We report the mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of the results, as well
as significance through t-tests (P). The results indicate that the initial consid-
eration of the PACCART base component is fairly neutral (M = 2.857, SD =
1.023), slightly leaning towards distrust. The trust ratings given by participants
are higher than the initial consideration for both Concealment (M = 2.943, SD
= 0.979) as well as Equity (M = 3.171, SD = 1.069). There is a significantly
(P < .001) positive increase of trust of the combined agent (M = 3.467, SD =
0.974) compared to the initial consideration of the base component. Even more
so, when asked to reevaluate the trustworthiness of the agent, the average trust
rating significantly (P < .001) drops (M = 2.362, SD = 0.982) compared to the
combined agent.

Fig. 5: Average survey study ratings of participant trust on a Likert scale (1 =
Strongly Distrust, 2 = Distrust, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Trust, 5 = Strongly Trust),
divided by privacy type.

The results are split on each of the privacy type categories, as shown in
Figure 5. The graph shows the average trust ratings by users with different
privacy types. From this graph, we can observe the effect of different stances
on privacy on agent trust scores. These results show that the lower the privacy
stance, the higher the overall trust in the agent. Fundamentalist participants’
highest mean trust rating is a 2.130, whereas Marginally Concerned participants’
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lowest mean trust rating is a 2.727. This is in line with our expectations about
the privacy types and therefore an indication that the privacy stance assessment
part of the survey works as intended.

A further noteworthy observation is that for all of the individual privacy
types the reconsideration is rated lower than the initial thoughts on the base
component. This indicates that after having read an explanation on what possi-
ble components could improve upon the base, participants independently of their
privacy type assess the base component to be less trustworthy. When comparing
the base component with the total combined agent, trust significantly increases
for all user types (P < .001) except for Fundamentalists. While the results do
indicate an increase of trust for Fundamentalists, the results are not significant
(P = .18), which is expected because of the naturally low occurrence of users
with this high privacy stance. These results strongly indicate that overall, the
principles of PACCART and its components increase the indicated trust of users
of all privacy stances.

6 Conclusion

We introduced PACCART, which helps users preserve privacy by enabling au-
tomated privacy argumentation. PACCART aims to induce trust by increasing
content concealment, providing equitable personalizations, enabling multiagent
team-based collaboration and explaining its actions through feedback. The agent
is designed to be general and is made publicly available as an open-source pro-
gram together with the dispute dataset generation system, so that they can be
used for research as well as in practical applications, such as team collaboration
tools (e.g., MS Teams) where co-owned data is shared abundantly and privacy
disputes need to be resolved.

Future research could further investigate what improvements the system
needs for its proper use in open systems, for example setting up standardization
of the use of OSKB ’s and determining what information is shared beforehand
to increase privacy for both parties involved. Another research avenue would be
to close the feedback loop between users and the agent to further increase trust.
When users get prompted that their agent lost a dispute because of the lack of ar-
guments, the user could respond by taking action to help and improve the agent
fit to its user. Furthermore, introducing mutual feedback opens new possibilities
for machine learning approaches. Now, there exists a mapping between users
and their personalized agents, which could be changed into the agent learning
the preferences of the user instead. Weights could be given to the importance
of dedication to win certain disputes, or concealing specific levels of content.
The inclusion of reinforcement learning could be an important additional step
towards robust and well-adjusted argumentation based privacy assistants.
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